Host Maryanne says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>RESUME MISSION OF THE USS ORION<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

CEOLtJax says:
::still in the darn sickbay::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Lies unconscious in sickbay ::

FCO_Jane says:
::taking over FCO from Ensign Lerner:: Lerner:: How has it been?

XOZHen says:
::sitting one more chair round the table::

CaptPyril says:
::sits at the head of the table, sipping on a cup of Turkish Coffee::

CMOJorgas says:
:::sitting in the briefing room beside the ZO:::

FCO_Jane says:
<Lerner> Um ..... we are stuck in space Sir ..... not going anywhere just now

CTO_Spenc says:
::walks in the briefing room and sitts next to the CMO::

Host Cnslr_TJ says:
::leaves her office, makes her way to the meeting room, and takes a seat::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::moans:::

FCO_Jane says:
::winces ..... and takes her place at helm::

CTO_Spenc says:
CMO: I had a good nap

XOZhenzia says:
::waits for other officers to arrive::

Host Cnslr_TJ says:
::is still puzzling over the Jax conundrum::

CaptPyril says:
::sip::

CEOLtJax says:
::Getting tired of sitting in Sickbay::

CMOJorgas says:
:::looks strangely at CTO, not sure why he is telling her this:::      CTO: Uh, glad to hear it.

FCO_Jane says:
::starts checking maps for an idea of what course to plot once she can establish exactly where she is - and when she gets some power::

CTO_Spenc says:
::blushes realizing he made a fool out of himself::

CEOLtJax says:
::Watches the nurse and doctor does there duty and learned a lot about Sickbay's Tools::

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Is Turkish coffee any good?  I've always wondered...

CMOJorgas says:
::notices his embarressment and gives a brief smile to put him at ease::::

FCO_Jane says:
::runs a quick diagnostic .... she does not wholly trust young Lerner::

CaptPyril says:
:;sets down the cup and leans Forward::  XO:  Not for everyone... :;slight smile:: All:  Well, what's the ship's status?  Mr Zhenzian?

Cnslr_TJ says:
::glances at those around her, and goes back to the data on her PADD::

CTO_Spenc says:
::feels lighhtheaded::

XOZhenzia says:
XO:  Warp drives have been temporaliy restored for 23& efficency, all other ship's systems are operating within acceptable parameters.

CaptPyril says:
::nods slightly::  CTO:  Anything on the Tactical Scans?

FCO_Jane says:
::glances around and realises she is the Senior present .... decides to ignore this::

CTO_Spenc says:
CO:  No nothing at all

CaptPyril says:
::thinks:  Small miracles::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Is injected with painkillers in one of the few locations he is not burned ...his left foot ::

CTO_Spenc says:
CO: we could use Jax's help what if I escorted him myself

CaptPyril says:
CMO:  How is Mr Tagal doing Doctor?

FCO_Jane says:
::goes back to flight path diagnostics - checking power levels::

CMOJorgas says:
CO: Doing rather well for someone that we initially thought was dead.   He has several broken ribs and burns over 90 % of his body, but he should be good as new if not better in about five days time in the regeneration gel.

CaptPyril says:
::nods::  CMO:  Keep me updated...

FCO_Jane says:
::realises that the Orion is a long, long way from home ..... ::

CaptPyril says:
XO:  Have you gotten any info from Stellar Cartography about our location exactly?

Cnslr_TJ says:
::sits back and listens::

XOZhenzia says:
::worries more about Jax.  Hopes Doctor Jorgas is as good as her record shows::

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  They have started a 720 degree scan to find out exactly, and the FCO is working with them,  however, at present we can say that we're about 100 sectors off course.

FCO_Jane says:
::recalibrates a couple of things ..... Lerner operates a messy console::

CaptPyril says:
XO:  Work with engineering to get warp power restored as soon as possible.  We have a lot of ground to cover to get home...

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Yes, sir.

CaptPyril says:
All:  Everyone is dismissed...lets go home...Counselor, please stay a moment...

XOZhenzia says:
::nods to Captain and exits::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::raises eyebrow::  Sir:  Of course.

CTO_Spenc says:
::gets up feeling over looked about his comment and leaves::

CMOJorgas says:
:::swivels chair and gets up, heading for the door::::

FCO_Jane says:
::sees the XO arrive:: Sir .... we are still around 999 sectors off course Sir

CTO_Spenc says:
::stands outside the door leaning on the wall::

CMOJorgas says:
:::heads out door and walks down the hall to the TL:::

CaptPyril says:
:;stands and sips on the coffee again, until everyone leaves::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::waits for the captain to speak::

CTO_Spenc says:
::sees the CMO leave::

XOZhenzia says:
FCO:  Thank-you, Mr, Jane. ::wishes he'd given RIGHT information to CO::

CaptPyril says:
Counselor:  How is Mr Jax doing?

FCO_Jane says:
XO:: But it is one heck of a long way Sir .... with no warp

CTO_Spenc says:
::goes to the lift and thinks about visiting JaX::

XOZhenzia says:
FCO:  Perhaps we'll have to get out and push - but we'll get back.

Cnslr_TJ says:
Sir:  He is stable.  I don't believe he's ready to return to full duty, but I do think that he should have some limited access to the ship, beyond the containment field.

CMOJorgas says:
::::walks into the TL after the doors open:::    TL: Deck 9 please

FCO_Jane says:
XO:: Well ... we have some power at least ... the replicators still give us food, and life support seems ok ...

Cnslr_TJ says:
Sir:  I am not sure that we will figure out what happened in his past.

XOZhenzia says:
FCO:  Good ::taps comm badge::

CaptPyril says:
Cnslr:  If under supervision, perhaps?

Eng_Tagal says:
::Slowly revives , not in muh pan this time though:::

XOZhenzia says:
*XO to Engineering*:  Can we go to warp yet?

FCO_Jane says:
::carries on twiddling with controls on the console::

CTO_Spenc says:
::enters a different lift than the CMO:: Sickbay

Cnslr_TJ says:
CO:  I think it is in Jax's best interests to focus on the present and the future.  Yes, I would recommend limited duty, under supervision.

CTO_Spenc  (TurboLift.wav)

XOZhenzia says:
<Engineering>*XO*:  Yes, sir - but I wouldn't advise going over warp 3, Lieutenant.

Eng_Tagal says:
<Eng Lackey > *XO* we are working on fiding the problems , sir

CMOJorgas says:
:::watches the indicator light up eight levels::::

XOZhenzia says:
FCO:  You heard him - plot a course for home and engage at warp three!

CaptPyril says:
Cnslr:  Very well...make the nessecary arrangements and see to it.  We'll need his know-how to get us home...

FCO_Jane says:
XO:: Aye Sir ...... but it will take us years ........

XOZhenzia says:
FCO:  Better years than nothing, mister.

CTO_Spenc says:
::exits lift and goes to sickbay::

Cnslr_TJ says:
Captain:  Will do, sir.  Whom do you wish to keep an eye on him?  Tac seems a likely candidate.

XOZhenzia says:
*CO*:  We have managed to reach warp three, Captain - heading home, but slowly.

FCO_Jane says:
::calls up the optimum course previously prepared ...... checks that power is available:: XO:: course plotted .... will proceed on your word Sir

CMOJorgas says:
::::waits till doors open and walks down the hall to SB::::

CaptPyril says:
Cnslr: Good Choice....and have him see to it that Mr Jax keeps up with his therapy with you as well

XOZhenzia says:
FCO: Engage.

CTO_Spenc says:
::enters sickbay::

FCO_Jane says:
::engages - the Orion sets off on its long  trek back home::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE USS ORION ENGAGES AT WARP THREE, DIRECTION - HOME

Cnslr_TJ says:
Sir:  Noted.  Will do.  Will there be anything else?  ::stands, anticipating dismissal::

CTO_Spenc says:
::walks over to the containment field::

CMOJorgas says:
::::enters SB and goes straight to Isolation room 3 to check on Tagal:::::

CTO_Spenc says:
Jax: hey buddy

CaptPyril says:
Cnslr:  Carry on Lieutenant...dismissed...::said with a small smile, as he finishes his coffee::

FCO_Jane says:
::keeps an eye on the autopilot::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Watches as other enter ::

CEOLtJax says:
CTO: Good Day

Cnslr_TJ says:
::exits the conference room, grinning slightly, making a note to check the captain's profile::

CTO_Spenc says:
CEO: It's ok I have had mch better

CMOJorgas says:
:::keys code to enter room, noting that Tagal is conscious much sooner than she had anticipated:::::

CEOLtJax says:
::Was surprise that someone is here::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Tries to talk but no vocal cords make this difficult ::

CEOLtJax says:
CTO: Heh

CaptPyril says:
::stands and heads back to the replicator, placing the cup on the site for recycling and leans froward against the wall::  <toself>  May the prophets watch us...

Cnslr_TJ says:
*Spencer*  Your current location?  I need to speak with you.

FCO_Jane says:
::sees that warp 3 is being maintained .... stretches, gets up, goes to the bridge replicator and dials up a cup of tea::

CTO_Spenc says:
*Cnslr* sickbay

Cnslr_TJ says:
*Spencer*  On my way.

Cnslr_TJ says:
::enters TL on way to Sickbay::

CaptPyril says:
:;keys the recycling key and heads back to the bridge, the cup disappearing::

CTO_Spenc says:
::notices movement and sees Tagal::

FCO_Jane says:
::sits back down at helm .... wonders just how many years she is going to be away from home on this trip::

XOZhenzia says:
::sitting in Captain's Chair - waiting for Captain to enter bridge::

CEOLtJax says:
::wonders what CTO is here for::

CMOJorgas says:
::::keeps up a patter with the patient even though he cannot respond:::     Tagal: I see you are finally awake, we were beginning to wonder if you wanted to rejoin the land of the living

CTO_Spenc says:
::walks over and and whispers:: don't worry you;ll be ok

CaptPyril says:
::adjusts his tunic and reenters the bridge::

FCO_Jane says:
Science::  I take it you are sorting out the long range scans?

Cnslr_TJ says:
::arrives at sickbay, and moves to speak quietly to Tac::

FCO_Jane says:
<Sci> Jane:  Of course! ::offended::

CTO_Spenc says:
COE: I just though I'd come and visit you and see how you were

XOZhenzia says:
::looks up at Captain and moves to XO's Chair::

CTO_Spenc says:
::sees the Counsler and moves off to the side::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Grimaces as he tries to speak :::

CMOJorgas says:
:::busies herself adjusting the field around the regeneration gel::::

CEOLtJax says:
CTO: I see.. ::Wonders if CTO was reading his thought or something::

Cnslr_TJ says:
Spencer:  I have arranged for Jax to be returned to limited duty.  I wish for him to be under surveillance whenever he is in a position that may affect this ship's status.  However, I want that surveillance to be very discreet.

CMOJorgas says:
Tagal: Don't try to talk, your vocal cords won't be regerated till tomorrow

CaptPyril says:
:;sits down, looking rather worn::  XO:  And the sea shall grant each man new hope, as sleep brings dreams......of home.....human explorer Christopher Columbus...

FCO_Jane says:
SCI:: Sorry Tilda .... I should have known you were on it ::grins::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Sighs , but becomes more agitated ::

Host SCI_Tilda says:
::glances back down at scanners::

FCO_Jane says:
::sips tea::

CTO_Spenc says:
Cnslr: do I have permission form the captian to read his thoughts at all times

CMOJorgas says:
::::tries to figure out what is wrong:::   Tagal: Are you in pain?

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Indeed.

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Shakes head no ::

XOZhenzia says:
::thinks, well what am I supposed to answer to that?::

Cnslr_TJ says:
Spencer:  I'd prefer you not do that; the captain and I didn't discuss that.  Trust is vital with Jax right now, and the reading of his thoughts should be his choice.

CMOJorgas says:
Tagal: Worried about the ship?

Eng_Tagal says:
:::nods::

CaptPyril says:
XO:  What is our estimated date of arrival to Federation space at Warp 6?

FCO_Jane says:
::crosschecks the power situation again ..... grins at the OPS Ensign .... handsome young guy::

Host SCI_Tilda says:
::sends out a very focused LRS, tightens the bandwith a bit, trying to pull in a known position::

CMOJorgas says:
Tagal: Well, I am a bit worried too since we don't know where we are right now, but I am sure that everything will work out fine.

Cnslr_TJ says:
Spencer:  You or your staff should keep him under observation in situations where he might endanger the ship.  Please do not read his thoughts without his consent.

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Tries to talk again ::

XOZhenzia says:
::checks PADD::  CO:  56 years, sir.

FCO_Jane says:
::relaxes .... no point in getting uptight that she missed her last shoreleave::

CMOJorgas says:
:::continues making Tagal comfortable by adjusting the field until he shows signs of contentment::::

CTO_Spenc says:
::nods head::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::nods at the Tac officer, seeing he understands, and moves away to Jorgas::

CMOJorgas says:
::;sighs when he tries to talk again and decides to get an electronic vodor so the sounds he is making can be translated into speech:::::

FCO_Jane says:
::thinks we need a wormhole::

Eng_Tagal says:
CMO: ..problem wit phase...array a=in the plasma generatoin ........unit

Cnslr_TJ says:
Doctor:  I am sorry to interrupt, but we have decided to release Jax to limited duty, provided you concur.

CMOJorgas says:
Tagal: I am going to get an instrument that will enable you to talk to me, but you have to rest again after that, deal?

Host SCI_Tilda says:
::furstrated that she can't pull in what's needed to get this ship home...slams fist on console::

CaptPyril says:
::leans forward and rubs chin, the fatigue becoming more appearent::  XO:  Here's hoping that that Engineering can get the standard warp drives online...we better prepare for the trip.  FCO:  Plot course for the nearest starsystem and engage at Warp 3...

FCO_Jane says:
::looks up at SCI .... she could damager her hand that way::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::nods::

CTO_Spenc says:
::goes over to the field counsle::

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Errmm, Captain - we've already engaged engines at warp three, sir.

CEOLtJax says:
::Falls back on the Biobed and go to sleep::

Host SCI_Tilda says:
::shakes hand, thinking that didn't improve the scans and therefore it was stupid::

CMOJorgas says:
Cnslr: As long as he seems to be stable at the moment, I have no objections, but someone needs to make sure to keep him away from any sharp objects.

Cnslr_TJ says:
::assumes the doctor has no objections, and moves to Jax's containment field; enters it::

FCO_Jane says:
::grins to herself::

CaptPyril says:
XO:  Understood...however, we will have to make the most of our trip...we are traveling through a lot of unexplored space.

Cnslr_TJ says:
Doctor:  I don't believe he's a danger to himself.

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Sir!  You're not going to just let us cruise back at this speed?!

FCO_Jane says:
::takes another sip of her jasmine tea::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::moves to Jax, seeing him sleep, wondering if to awaken him::

Host SCI_Tilda says:
::pulls up the stats on the closest system and send the info to the FCO::

CEOLtJax says:
::Sleeping::

FCO_Jane says:
::sees the new info from Tilda .... studies it carefully::

CMOJorgas says:
Cnslr: I trust you implicitly, if you feel he is ready, you have my okay too.      ::smiles and heads out of isolation to get the vodor::::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::brushes a stray strand of hair away from his eye::

Eng_Tagal says:
::::looks at Concilor ::

CTO_Spenc says:
::checks side arm as the chief paranoid officer is use to doing::

CaptPyril says:
XO:  Of course not...however...we cannot move any faster.  Mr Zhenzian, notify engineering to powerdown all unnessecary systems and replicators.  Provisions are also to be stocked for the trip...

Host SCI_Tilda says:
::thinks to self:: well...its a direction...a start

FCO_Jane says:
Tilda:: It looks as if there is a class M planet within 2 days ..... you agree?

CMOJorgas says:
:::digs in the instrument cabinet until she finds the equipment she is looking for::::

Host SCI_Tilda says:
Jane: aye, LRS comfirms it

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Aye sir. ::relegated to Captain's action::

CMOJorgas says:
:::heads back to Iso 3::::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::decides it is best to awaken Jax, and gently shakes him awake::

CTO_Spenc says:
::holds phaser in hand and plays with it::

FCO_Jane says:
XO:: Latest scans from Science show a class M planet within 2 days of us if we divert slightly

CEOLtJax says:
::Feels like being shaken not stirred::

CMOJorgas says:
:::enters code into the padd on the wall and walks into the room::::

CaptPyril says:
FCO:  notify me when Engineering can give me more speed......impress upon them the urgency of warp speed

XOZhenzia says:
*Engineering*:  Power down all unnecessary systems and divert to warp drive.  Replicate food rations for the entire crew for...5...years and have them placed in CargoBay 2

Eng_Tagal says:
:::watches as CMO enters ::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::tries to stir Jax into consciousness::

FCO_Jane says:
CO: Of course Sir .... but we are restricted to warp 3 for a while yet Sir

CMOJorgas says:
:::sets up equipment and turns it on, nodding at Tagal to respond when the light turns green::::

CaptPyril says:
FCO:  Understood

CEOLtJax says:
::Wakes up and slowly opens his eyes::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Waits for stupid farging light ::

CaptPyril says:
::wonders if it would help with we got out and pushed::

FCO_Jane says:
XO:: We are within 2 days of a class M planet Sir - as I said to you previously

Cnslr_TJ says:
::watches as Jax stumbles his way back to the waking world::

CTO_Spenc says:
::tosses the type two phaser from hand to hand with effincincy::

CMOJorgas says:
:::::watches lights go from red, to yellow, and finally to green:::::

CEOLtJax says:
::See the counselor and gets up:: TJ: What can I do for you Counselor?

Eng_Tagal says:
CMO: Tell Engineering that it was a missalignment in the phase disriminator array  in the Warp occilator circuit

CTO_Spenc says:
::throws it up and catches it::

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Sir, FCO reports a M-class planet in close proximity....

CaptPyril says:
FCO:  Alter course for the planet.....best speed...

CMOJorgas says:
Tagal: Okay, hang on and I will comm Engineering

Cnslr_TJ says:
Jax:  I am pleased to tell you that you may return to limited duty.  You are no longer confined here.

CTO_Spenc says:
::tosses it behind his back and catched it under his leg::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Sighs and lays back ::

FCO_Jane says:
CO:: Aye Sir ..... warp 3 is still maximum Sir .... eta 45 hours Sir

CEOLtJax says:
TJ: I see, thank you Counselor...

Host SCI_Tilda says:
ACTION: THE ORION CHANGES COURSE AND HEADS FOR THE CLASS M PLANET 2 DAYS AWAY

CMOJorgas says:
*Eng*: Tagal has a message for the person in charge, I just hooked up a vodor so he can communicate.

FCO_Jane says:
::alters course::

CaptPyril says:
FCO:  Understood...::leans back into the Big Chair::

CTO_Spenc says:
::spins the phaser on his fingure::

Eng_Tagal says:
<ENG Lackey > *COM* Go ahead with the message

FCO_Jane says:
::rechecks the scans from SCI ...... tries to work out just what sort of class M planet they are heading towards::

Cnslr_TJ says:
Jax:  A moment.  You are not confined here, but you should know that you will be under observation.  There are consequences to actions, and it will take time to reconcile them all.

Eng_Tagal says:
<CMO>

CaptPyril says:
SCI:  Once the system is within our sensor envelope, let me know...

CMOJorgas says:
*Eng*: He reports t was a missalignment in the phase disriminator array  in the Warp occilator circuit

CMOJorgas says:
<it>

Host SCI_Tilda says:
::looks up:: Jane: we should have more detailed information the closer we get to the class M planet

FCO_Jane says:
::wishes there was just a tad more power ..... boring chugging along at warp 3::

Eng_Tagal says:
<Eng Lackey > *CMO* we shal check that for him , thanks

FCO_Jane says:
::smiles at Tilda::

CTO_Spenc says:
::wants to blow something up::

CEOLtJax says:
TJ: Understood Counselor

Cnslr_TJ says:
Jax:  It will not be easy; you will feel that people are watching you, weighing your words, judging you.  Bear with it; it will get better.  I will be available to you if you need me; comm me if you do.

CTO_Spenc says:
::flips the phaser up and into his pocket::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::lowers the force field, and allows Jax his freedom::

CEOLtJax says:
TJ: Thank you for the kind words ::Smile::

CMOJorgas says:
Tagal: :::smiles at him:::    There, they have your message, and you need to rest, I will be back in a few hours to give you more pain meds

CTO_Spenc says:
::presses on the pocket to squeez the phaser out and flips it into his holster::

CEOLtJax says:
::Walks out and give the Counselor a hug::

FCO_Jane says:
::finishes up her tea and concentrates on keeping the Orion at max speed towards the planet::

Eng_Tagal says:
<eng Lackey> *XO* we have had a report from the CMo , seems Tagal sent us a message, we are checking his suggestion .....it may eventually lead to more speed

Cnslr_TJ says:
::smiles, and hugs him back, reservedly, knowing that it's best to maintain emotional distance::

XOZhenzia says:
::leans back in XOs chair::

CEOLtJax says:
::Walks out of Sickbay::

XOZhenzia says:
*Lackey*:  Good - keep at it.

Cnslr_TJ says:
::watches the chick try his new wings::

CMOJorgas says:
:::heads out of isolation, after watching to make sure that Tagal has drifted off again:::::

Eng_Tagal says:
<eng Lackey > *XO * Roger that , sir :::Goes back to work ::

CEOLtJax says:
::Takes the TL to his quarters::

CTO_Spenc says:
::walks out with Jax and asks how how feels::

CaptPyril says:
XO:  Mr Zhenzian, have you notified engineering to divert most of the power from Replicators and seen to it that provisions are stored?

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Yes sir!

CTO_Spenc says:
comp: bidge

FCO_Jane says:
::glad she took the chance of a cup of tea before the replicators went out::

CMOJorgas says:
::;walks over to her office to file all the reports she is behind on:::::

CTO_Spenc  (TurboLift.wav)

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  I have ordered 5 years worth of provisions to be stored in CB2.   Best to plan ahead...

Cnslr_TJ says:
::leaves Jax's area, and stops by the replicator::

CEOLtJax says:
::Leaves TL to his quarters without replying to CTO::

CTO_Spenc says:
::continues to the bridge....mabey::

CTO_Spenc  (TurboLift.wav)

CaptPyril says:
XO: We should consider garnering as much food from M class planets we encounter...so that we dont cut into the emergency rations too much

Eng_Tagal says:
Eng Lackey > * XO* We have run out of room in CB2 can we use cb 3 also ?

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Agreed.  SCI should have better scans of this M-class planet for us as we get closer to it.

FCO_Jane says:
::concentrating at helm::

XOZhenzia says:
*Ens Ricci Lakey*:  Go ahead.

CTO_Spenc says:
walks to his station and puts three men on jax to watch them without his knoledge::

Cnslr_TJ says:
*CO*  I have released Jax back to duty.

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Orders stores to be stored in cb 3 as well ::

CaptPyril says:
XO:  And we should notify Sickbay...have some of their tricorders ready to go to help in the scavenging process...would hate for someone to eat a poisonous grape..

CEOLtJax says:
::Goes into his quarters and sleep::

CaptPyril says:
*Cnslr*  Understood...thank you Lt....

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  I'll see to it, sir.

Cnslr_TJ says:
::goes to her office and starts recording her thoughts::

CMOJorgas says:
:::sighs as she starts on the long overdue paperwork she has neglected to take care of Tagal::::

CTO_Spenc says:
::scans the system and beyond::

CTO_Spenc says:
::sees nothing::

CTO_Spenc says:
::leaves bridge to the lift and tells it holodeck::

CEOLtJax says:
::Couldn't sleep and comm the Captain::

FCO_Jane says:
::sees that warp 3.1 might just be a possibility ... decides to wait before announcing it::

Eng_Tagal says:
:::Suffers in silence laying in the gel ::

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Suggest we take shuttles down to the surface to save transporter power?

CEOLtJax says:
*CO*: Captain, is there an assignment for me sir?

CaptPyril says:
::makes a note in his log....it would appear that the Orion has followed in the footsteps of another Federation Starship::
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CMOJorgas says:
:::keeps one eye on the monitors to Isolation room 3, noting that Tagal is due for his meds when the pain indicators start to rise::::

Host SCI_Tilda says:
::pulls up new information and sends it to the FCO and TAC consoles, hands her station over to her releif and leaves the bridge::

CMOJorgas says:
:::gets up to minister him::::

CaptPyril says:
*CEO*  Our best speed is currently Warp 3 Mr Jax...lets get the Warp Drive back up to 100%

CEOLtJax says:
*CO*: Aye sir! I'm on it

CTO_Spenc says:
::goes down the corridors and to the deck::

CEOLtJax says:
::Leaves his quarter and to Main Engineering::

CTO_Spenc  (HOLODECK.wav)

CaptPyril says:
*XO*  Consult with Engineering.....but I would suggest shuttles only if large quantities of food need transport...but I am not much of an Engineer...

Host SCI_Tilda says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>PAUSE<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
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